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Book content

• Chapter 3 (Seven wonders of the computer science):
• Infinity, sets, numbering

• Non-constructive proof (usually via contradiction)

• Chapter 4 (Seven wonders of the computer science):
• All problems are not solvable with a program/algorithm

• A compiler can distinguish a program 

• Reduction of a problem to an “easier” one

• Universal and Halting Problem
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Bottom line

• Certain problems are not algorithmically solvable

• Syntactically correct program: testable

• Semantically correct program: not testable
• Tests can only find faults, but never show that program is 

working correctly
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Infinity
• Cardinality of a set: Number of elements

• Order relations

• “Infinity” is defined from a subset relation
• Finite sets:

• Infinite sets:
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|A| =∞⇐⇒ ∃B : B ⊂ A ∧ |A| = |B|

B ⊂ A ∧ |A| = |B|

<,≤,=,≥, >
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Decision problem

• Definition
• Pi is i-th Program (all possible numbers)

• M = subset of natural numbers

• Decision problem (N,M): Input n ∈ N, Output n ∈ M?

• Program P accepts set M
• P is “YES” (1) if n ∈ M given as input

• P is “NO” (0) if n ∉ M given as input or it runs infinitely

• M(P) = set of all values accepted by P 
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Diagonalization

• Row = program Pi

• Column = Input n

• Cell = output
(0 = NO, 1 = YES)

• See Chapter 4

7

136 CHAPTER 4

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 · · · i · · · j · · ·
M(P0) 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0

M(P1) 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

M(P2) 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1

M(P3) 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0

M(P4) 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1

M(P5) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

M(P6) 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
... · · ·

M(Pi) 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
... · · ·

M(Pj) 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
...

...

Fig. 4.3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 · · · i · · · j · · ·
DIAG 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 · · ·

Fig. 4.4

representation di!ers from each row of the table (Fig. 4.3). We
show it by constructing a sequence of bits, called DIAG, that does
not occur in any row of the table. The construction of the bit se-
quence DIAG and the corresponding set M(DIAG) is done by the
diagonalization method.

First, see the binary value a00 in the intersection of the 0-th row
and the 0-th column. If a00 = 0 (Fig. 4.3), i.e., if 0 does not belong
to M(P0), then we set the 0-th position d0 of DIAG to 1. If a00 = 1
(i.e., if 0 is in M(P0)), then we set d0 = 0 (i.e., we do not take 0 to
M(DIAG)). After this first step of the construction of DIAG we
fixed only the value of the first position of DIAG, and due to this
we are sure that DIAG di!ers from the 0-th row of the table (i.e.,
from M(P0)) at least with respect to the membership of the 0-th
element.

Analogously, we continue in the second construction step. We con-
sider the second diagonal square, where the first row intersects the
first column. We aim to choose the first position d1 of DIAG is such
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Reduction

• Examples
• ax^2 + bx + c = 0 -> x^2 + px + q = 0

• Pythagoras theorem for the calculation of area

• Algorithms compare
• U1 ≤ U2: We can solve U1 with the help of U2(U1 is 

therefore solved if U2 is solvable)

• Proof via contradiction: if U1 ≤ U2 and U1 unsolvable, U2 
cannot be solved

• Ex.: U1 = angle into 3 equal parts, U2 = in 6 equal parts
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3.2 Cantor’s Concept 87

Figure 3.6 shows another attempt to match C and D. Here the
result is not a matching of C and D because element 3 of C is
married to two elements 4 and 8 of D.

But we do not need the concept of matching in order to compare
the sizes of finite sets. We were also able to do it without this
concept. In the previous description, we only checked that our
matching concept works in the finite world.4 In what follows we
try to apply this concept to infinite sets. Consider the two sets

Neven = {0, 2, 4, 6, 8, . . .}

of all even natural numbers and

Nodd = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, . . .}

of all odd natural numbers. At the first glance, these sets look to
be of the same size, and we try to verify it by the means of our
concept. We match each even number 2i to the odd number 2i+1.

Following Fig. 3.7, we see that we get an infinite sequence of pairs

(0, 1), (2, 3), (4, 5), (6, 7), . . . , (2i, 2i + 1), . . .

in this way. This sequence of pairs is a correct matching of A and
B. No element from Neven or of Nodd is involved in two or more
pairs (is married to more than one element). On the other hand
no element remains single (unmarried). For each even number 2k
from Neven, we have the pair (2k, 2k + 1). For each odd number
2m+1 from Nodd, we have the pair (2m, 2m+1). Hence, we verified
that the equality |Neven| = |Nodd| holds.

Exercise 3.2 Prove that
!
!Z+

!
! =

!
!Z!

!
!, where Z+ = {1, 2, 3, 4, . . .} and Z! =

{!1,!2,!3,!4, . . .}. Draw a figure depicting your matching as we did for Neven

and Nodd in Fig. 3.7.

Up to this point everything looks tidy, understandable, and ac-
ceptable. Now, we present something which may be di!cult to

4If the concept did not work in the finite world, then we would have to reject it.
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3.2 Cantor’s Concept 87

Figure 3.6 shows another attempt to match C and D. Here the
result is not a matching of C and D because element 3 of C is
married to two elements 4 and 8 of D.

But we do not need the concept of matching in order to compare
the sizes of finite sets. We were also able to do it without this
concept. In the previous description, we only checked that our
matching concept works in the finite world.4 In what follows we
try to apply this concept to infinite sets. Consider the two sets

Neven = {0, 2, 4, 6, 8, . . .}

of all even natural numbers and

Nodd = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, . . .}

of all odd natural numbers. At the first glance, these sets look to
be of the same size, and we try to verify it by the means of our
concept. We match each even number 2i to the odd number 2i+1.

Following Fig. 3.7, we see that we get an infinite sequence of pairs

(0, 1), (2, 3), (4, 5), (6, 7), . . . , (2i, 2i + 1), . . .

in this way. This sequence of pairs is a correct matching of A and
B. No element from Neven or of Nodd is involved in two or more
pairs (is married to more than one element). On the other hand
no element remains single (unmarried). For each even number 2k
from Neven, we have the pair (2k, 2k + 1). For each odd number
2m+1 from Nodd, we have the pair (2m, 2m+1). Hence, we verified
that the equality |Neven| = |Nodd| holds.

Exercise 3.2 Prove that
!
!Z+

!
! =

!
!Z!

!
!, where Z+ = {1, 2, 3, 4, . . .} and Z! =

{!1,!2,!3,!4, . . .}. Draw a figure depicting your matching as we did for Neven

and Nodd in Fig. 3.7.

Up to this point everything looks tidy, understandable, and ac-
ceptable. Now, we present something which may be di!cult to

4If the concept did not work in the finite world, then we would have to reject it.(1,-1), (2,-2),(3,-3)...,(i,-i)
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concept. In the previous description, we only checked that our
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of all even natural numbers and
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of all odd natural numbers. At the first glance, these sets look to
be of the same size, and we try to verify it by the means of our
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Following Fig. 3.7, we see that we get an infinite sequence of pairs

(0, 1), (2, 3), (4, 5), (6, 7), . . . , (2i, 2i + 1), . . .

in this way. This sequence of pairs is a correct matching of A and
B. No element from Neven or of Nodd is involved in two or more
pairs (is married to more than one element). On the other hand
no element remains single (unmarried). For each even number 2k
from Neven, we have the pair (2k, 2k + 1). For each odd number
2m+1 from Nodd, we have the pair (2m, 2m+1). Hence, we verified
that the equality |Neven| = |Nodd| holds.

Exercise 3.2 Prove that
!
!Z+

!
! =

!
!Z!

!
!, where Z+ = {1, 2, 3, 4, . . .} and Z! =

{!1,!2,!3,!4, . . .}. Draw a figure depicting your matching as we did for Neven

and Nodd in Fig. 3.7.

Up to this point everything looks tidy, understandable, and ac-
ceptable. Now, we present something which may be di!cult to

4If the concept did not work in the finite world, then we would have to reject it.
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3.2 Cantor’s Concept 101

that are all occupied by guests. Now, an infinite bus arrives. This
bus has infinitely many seats

B(0), B(1), B(2), . . . ,

and all seats are occupied by passengers9. The bus driver asks the
porter whether he can accommodate all passengers. As usual, the
porter answers: “No problem”, and does the following:

He asks each guest in room Z(i) to move to room Z(2i) as de-
picted in the upper part of Fig. 3.18. After the move, each former
guest has her or his own room and all rooms with odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2i + 1 . . . are empty. Now, it remains to match the
free rooms with the bus passengers. The porter assigns room Z(1)
to the passenger sitting on seat B(0), room Z(3) to the passenger
sitting on sit B(1), etc. In general, the passenger from B(i) gets
room Z(2i + 1) as depicted in Fig. 3.18. In this way, one gets the
matching

(B(0), Z(1)), (B(1), Z(3)), (B(2), Z(5)), . . . , (B(i), Z(2i + 1)), . . .

between the empty rooms with odd numbers and the seats of the
infinite bus.

!

Exercise 3.7 a) Hotel Hilbert is only partially occupied. All rooms Z(0), Z(2),
Z(4), . . . , Z(2i), . . . with even numbers are occupied and all rooms with odd
numbers are free. Now, two infinite buses B1 and B2 arrive. The seats of the
buses are numbered as follows:

B1(0), B1(1), B1(2), B1(3), . . .

B2(0), B2(1), B2(2), B2(3), . . .

How can the porter act in order to accommodate all guests? Is it possible to ac-
commodate all newcomers without asking somebody to move to another room?

b) Hotel Hilbert is fully occupied. Now, three infinite buses are coming. The seats of
each bus are enumerated by natural numbers. How can the porter accommodate
everybody?

Exercise 3.8 Show by matching Z and N that

|Z| = |N|

holds, where Z = {. . . ,!3,!2,!1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} is the set of all integers.

9Each seat is occupied by exactly one passenger.
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3.2 Cantor’s Concept 101

that are all occupied by guests. Now, an infinite bus arrives. This
bus has infinitely many seats

B(0), B(1), B(2), . . . ,

and all seats are occupied by passengers9. The bus driver asks the
porter whether he can accommodate all passengers. As usual, the
porter answers: “No problem”, and does the following:

He asks each guest in room Z(i) to move to room Z(2i) as de-
picted in the upper part of Fig. 3.18. After the move, each former
guest has her or his own room and all rooms with odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2i + 1 . . . are empty. Now, it remains to match the
free rooms with the bus passengers. The porter assigns room Z(1)
to the passenger sitting on seat B(0), room Z(3) to the passenger
sitting on sit B(1), etc. In general, the passenger from B(i) gets
room Z(2i + 1) as depicted in Fig. 3.18. In this way, one gets the
matching

(B(0), Z(1)), (B(1), Z(3)), (B(2), Z(5)), . . . , (B(i), Z(2i + 1)), . . .

between the empty rooms with odd numbers and the seats of the
infinite bus.

!

Exercise 3.7 a) Hotel Hilbert is only partially occupied. All rooms Z(0), Z(2),
Z(4), . . . , Z(2i), . . . with even numbers are occupied and all rooms with odd
numbers are free. Now, two infinite buses B1 and B2 arrive. The seats of the
buses are numbered as follows:

B1(0), B1(1), B1(2), B1(3), . . .

B2(0), B2(1), B2(2), B2(3), . . .

How can the porter act in order to accommodate all guests? Is it possible to ac-
commodate all newcomers without asking somebody to move to another room?

b) Hotel Hilbert is fully occupied. Now, three infinite buses are coming. The seats of
each bus are enumerated by natural numbers. How can the porter accommodate
everybody?

Exercise 3.8 Show by matching Z and N that

|Z| = |N|

holds, where Z = {. . . ,!3,!2,!1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} is the set of all integers.

9Each seat is occupied by exactly one passenger.

0, 1, -1, 2, -2, 3, -3, 4, -4, ..., i, -i, ...
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that are all occupied by guests. Now, an infinite bus arrives. This
bus has infinitely many seats

B(0), B(1), B(2), . . . ,

and all seats are occupied by passengers9. The bus driver asks the
porter whether he can accommodate all passengers. As usual, the
porter answers: “No problem”, and does the following:

He asks each guest in room Z(i) to move to room Z(2i) as de-
picted in the upper part of Fig. 3.18. After the move, each former
guest has her or his own room and all rooms with odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2i + 1 . . . are empty. Now, it remains to match the
free rooms with the bus passengers. The porter assigns room Z(1)
to the passenger sitting on seat B(0), room Z(3) to the passenger
sitting on sit B(1), etc. In general, the passenger from B(i) gets
room Z(2i + 1) as depicted in Fig. 3.18. In this way, one gets the
matching

(B(0), Z(1)), (B(1), Z(3)), (B(2), Z(5)), . . . , (B(i), Z(2i + 1)), . . .

between the empty rooms with odd numbers and the seats of the
infinite bus.

!

Exercise 3.7 a) Hotel Hilbert is only partially occupied. All rooms Z(0), Z(2),
Z(4), . . . , Z(2i), . . . with even numbers are occupied and all rooms with odd
numbers are free. Now, two infinite buses B1 and B2 arrive. The seats of the
buses are numbered as follows:

B1(0), B1(1), B1(2), B1(3), . . .

B2(0), B2(1), B2(2), B2(3), . . .

How can the porter act in order to accommodate all guests? Is it possible to ac-
commodate all newcomers without asking somebody to move to another room?

b) Hotel Hilbert is fully occupied. Now, three infinite buses are coming. The seats of
each bus are enumerated by natural numbers. How can the porter accommodate
everybody?

Exercise 3.8 Show by matching Z and N that

|Z| = |N|

holds, where Z = {. . . ,!3,!2,!1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} is the set of all integers.

9Each seat is occupied by exactly one passenger.

0, 1, -1, 2, -2, 3, -3, 4, -4, ..., i, -i, ...

(0,0), (1,1), (2,-1), (3,2), (4,-2), (5,3), (6,-3), ...
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3.2 Cantor’s Concept 101

that are all occupied by guests. Now, an infinite bus arrives. This
bus has infinitely many seats

B(0), B(1), B(2), . . . ,

and all seats are occupied by passengers9. The bus driver asks the
porter whether he can accommodate all passengers. As usual, the
porter answers: “No problem”, and does the following:

He asks each guest in room Z(i) to move to room Z(2i) as de-
picted in the upper part of Fig. 3.18. After the move, each former
guest has her or his own room and all rooms with odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2i + 1 . . . are empty. Now, it remains to match the
free rooms with the bus passengers. The porter assigns room Z(1)
to the passenger sitting on seat B(0), room Z(3) to the passenger
sitting on sit B(1), etc. In general, the passenger from B(i) gets
room Z(2i + 1) as depicted in Fig. 3.18. In this way, one gets the
matching

(B(0), Z(1)), (B(1), Z(3)), (B(2), Z(5)), . . . , (B(i), Z(2i + 1)), . . .

between the empty rooms with odd numbers and the seats of the
infinite bus.

!

Exercise 3.7 a) Hotel Hilbert is only partially occupied. All rooms Z(0), Z(2),
Z(4), . . . , Z(2i), . . . with even numbers are occupied and all rooms with odd
numbers are free. Now, two infinite buses B1 and B2 arrive. The seats of the
buses are numbered as follows:

B1(0), B1(1), B1(2), B1(3), . . .

B2(0), B2(1), B2(2), B2(3), . . .

How can the porter act in order to accommodate all guests? Is it possible to ac-
commodate all newcomers without asking somebody to move to another room?

b) Hotel Hilbert is fully occupied. Now, three infinite buses are coming. The seats of
each bus are enumerated by natural numbers. How can the porter accommodate
everybody?

Exercise 3.8 Show by matching Z and N that

|Z| = |N|

holds, where Z = {. . . ,!3,!2,!1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} is the set of all integers.

9Each seat is occupied by exactly one passenger.

0, 1, -1, 2, -2, 3, -3, 4, -4, ..., i, -i, ...

(0,0), (1,1), (2,-1), (3,2), (4,-2), (5,3), (6,-3), ...

(0,0), (2i,-i), (2i-1,i)
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that are all occupied by guests. Now, an infinite bus arrives. This
bus has infinitely many seats

B(0), B(1), B(2), . . . ,

and all seats are occupied by passengers9. The bus driver asks the
porter whether he can accommodate all passengers. As usual, the
porter answers: “No problem”, and does the following:

He asks each guest in room Z(i) to move to room Z(2i) as de-
picted in the upper part of Fig. 3.18. After the move, each former
guest has her or his own room and all rooms with odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2i + 1 . . . are empty. Now, it remains to match the
free rooms with the bus passengers. The porter assigns room Z(1)
to the passenger sitting on seat B(0), room Z(3) to the passenger
sitting on sit B(1), etc. In general, the passenger from B(i) gets
room Z(2i + 1) as depicted in Fig. 3.18. In this way, one gets the
matching

(B(0), Z(1)), (B(1), Z(3)), (B(2), Z(5)), . . . , (B(i), Z(2i + 1)), . . .

between the empty rooms with odd numbers and the seats of the
infinite bus.

!

Exercise 3.7 a) Hotel Hilbert is only partially occupied. All rooms Z(0), Z(2),
Z(4), . . . , Z(2i), . . . with even numbers are occupied and all rooms with odd
numbers are free. Now, two infinite buses B1 and B2 arrive. The seats of the
buses are numbered as follows:

B1(0), B1(1), B1(2), B1(3), . . .

B2(0), B2(1), B2(2), B2(3), . . .

How can the porter act in order to accommodate all guests? Is it possible to ac-
commodate all newcomers without asking somebody to move to another room?

b) Hotel Hilbert is fully occupied. Now, three infinite buses are coming. The seats of
each bus are enumerated by natural numbers. How can the porter accommodate
everybody?

Exercise 3.8 Show by matching Z and N that

|Z| = |N|

holds, where Z = {. . . ,!3,!2,!1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} is the set of all integers.

9Each seat is occupied by exactly one passenger.

a)

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
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that are all occupied by guests. Now, an infinite bus arrives. This
bus has infinitely many seats

B(0), B(1), B(2), . . . ,

and all seats are occupied by passengers9. The bus driver asks the
porter whether he can accommodate all passengers. As usual, the
porter answers: “No problem”, and does the following:

He asks each guest in room Z(i) to move to room Z(2i) as de-
picted in the upper part of Fig. 3.18. After the move, each former
guest has her or his own room and all rooms with odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2i + 1 . . . are empty. Now, it remains to match the
free rooms with the bus passengers. The porter assigns room Z(1)
to the passenger sitting on seat B(0), room Z(3) to the passenger
sitting on sit B(1), etc. In general, the passenger from B(i) gets
room Z(2i + 1) as depicted in Fig. 3.18. In this way, one gets the
matching

(B(0), Z(1)), (B(1), Z(3)), (B(2), Z(5)), . . . , (B(i), Z(2i + 1)), . . .

between the empty rooms with odd numbers and the seats of the
infinite bus.

!

Exercise 3.7 a) Hotel Hilbert is only partially occupied. All rooms Z(0), Z(2),
Z(4), . . . , Z(2i), . . . with even numbers are occupied and all rooms with odd
numbers are free. Now, two infinite buses B1 and B2 arrive. The seats of the
buses are numbered as follows:

B1(0), B1(1), B1(2), B1(3), . . .

B2(0), B2(1), B2(2), B2(3), . . .

How can the porter act in order to accommodate all guests? Is it possible to ac-
commodate all newcomers without asking somebody to move to another room?

b) Hotel Hilbert is fully occupied. Now, three infinite buses are coming. The seats of
each bus are enumerated by natural numbers. How can the porter accommodate
everybody?

Exercise 3.8 Show by matching Z and N that

|Z| = |N|

holds, where Z = {. . . ,!3,!2,!1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} is the set of all integers.

9Each seat is occupied by exactly one passenger.2*B1( i ) + 1

a)

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
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that are all occupied by guests. Now, an infinite bus arrives. This
bus has infinitely many seats

B(0), B(1), B(2), . . . ,

and all seats are occupied by passengers9. The bus driver asks the
porter whether he can accommodate all passengers. As usual, the
porter answers: “No problem”, and does the following:

He asks each guest in room Z(i) to move to room Z(2i) as de-
picted in the upper part of Fig. 3.18. After the move, each former
guest has her or his own room and all rooms with odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2i + 1 . . . are empty. Now, it remains to match the
free rooms with the bus passengers. The porter assigns room Z(1)
to the passenger sitting on seat B(0), room Z(3) to the passenger
sitting on sit B(1), etc. In general, the passenger from B(i) gets
room Z(2i + 1) as depicted in Fig. 3.18. In this way, one gets the
matching

(B(0), Z(1)), (B(1), Z(3)), (B(2), Z(5)), . . . , (B(i), Z(2i + 1)), . . .

between the empty rooms with odd numbers and the seats of the
infinite bus.

!

Exercise 3.7 a) Hotel Hilbert is only partially occupied. All rooms Z(0), Z(2),
Z(4), . . . , Z(2i), . . . with even numbers are occupied and all rooms with odd
numbers are free. Now, two infinite buses B1 and B2 arrive. The seats of the
buses are numbered as follows:

B1(0), B1(1), B1(2), B1(3), . . .

B2(0), B2(1), B2(2), B2(3), . . .

How can the porter act in order to accommodate all guests? Is it possible to ac-
commodate all newcomers without asking somebody to move to another room?

b) Hotel Hilbert is fully occupied. Now, three infinite buses are coming. The seats of
each bus are enumerated by natural numbers. How can the porter accommodate
everybody?

Exercise 3.8 Show by matching Z and N that

|Z| = |N|

holds, where Z = {. . . ,!3,!2,!1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} is the set of all integers.

9Each seat is occupied by exactly one passenger.2*B1( i ) + 1

a)

each guest in roomZ(i) shouldmove to room Z(2i)

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
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that are all occupied by guests. Now, an infinite bus arrives. This
bus has infinitely many seats

B(0), B(1), B(2), . . . ,

and all seats are occupied by passengers9. The bus driver asks the
porter whether he can accommodate all passengers. As usual, the
porter answers: “No problem”, and does the following:

He asks each guest in room Z(i) to move to room Z(2i) as de-
picted in the upper part of Fig. 3.18. After the move, each former
guest has her or his own room and all rooms with odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2i + 1 . . . are empty. Now, it remains to match the
free rooms with the bus passengers. The porter assigns room Z(1)
to the passenger sitting on seat B(0), room Z(3) to the passenger
sitting on sit B(1), etc. In general, the passenger from B(i) gets
room Z(2i + 1) as depicted in Fig. 3.18. In this way, one gets the
matching

(B(0), Z(1)), (B(1), Z(3)), (B(2), Z(5)), . . . , (B(i), Z(2i + 1)), . . .

between the empty rooms with odd numbers and the seats of the
infinite bus.

!

Exercise 3.7 a) Hotel Hilbert is only partially occupied. All rooms Z(0), Z(2),
Z(4), . . . , Z(2i), . . . with even numbers are occupied and all rooms with odd
numbers are free. Now, two infinite buses B1 and B2 arrive. The seats of the
buses are numbered as follows:

B1(0), B1(1), B1(2), B1(3), . . .

B2(0), B2(1), B2(2), B2(3), . . .

How can the porter act in order to accommodate all guests? Is it possible to ac-
commodate all newcomers without asking somebody to move to another room?

b) Hotel Hilbert is fully occupied. Now, three infinite buses are coming. The seats of
each bus are enumerated by natural numbers. How can the porter accommodate
everybody?

Exercise 3.8 Show by matching Z and N that

|Z| = |N|

holds, where Z = {. . . ,!3,!2,!1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} is the set of all integers.

9Each seat is occupied by exactly one passenger.2*B1( i ) + 1

2*B2( i ) + 1

a)

each guest in roomZ(i) shouldmove to room Z(2i)

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
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that are all occupied by guests. Now, an infinite bus arrives. This
bus has infinitely many seats

B(0), B(1), B(2), . . . ,

and all seats are occupied by passengers9. The bus driver asks the
porter whether he can accommodate all passengers. As usual, the
porter answers: “No problem”, and does the following:

He asks each guest in room Z(i) to move to room Z(2i) as de-
picted in the upper part of Fig. 3.18. After the move, each former
guest has her or his own room and all rooms with odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2i + 1 . . . are empty. Now, it remains to match the
free rooms with the bus passengers. The porter assigns room Z(1)
to the passenger sitting on seat B(0), room Z(3) to the passenger
sitting on sit B(1), etc. In general, the passenger from B(i) gets
room Z(2i + 1) as depicted in Fig. 3.18. In this way, one gets the
matching

(B(0), Z(1)), (B(1), Z(3)), (B(2), Z(5)), . . . , (B(i), Z(2i + 1)), . . .

between the empty rooms with odd numbers and the seats of the
infinite bus.

!

Exercise 3.7 a) Hotel Hilbert is only partially occupied. All rooms Z(0), Z(2),
Z(4), . . . , Z(2i), . . . with even numbers are occupied and all rooms with odd
numbers are free. Now, two infinite buses B1 and B2 arrive. The seats of the
buses are numbered as follows:

B1(0), B1(1), B1(2), B1(3), . . .

B2(0), B2(1), B2(2), B2(3), . . .

How can the porter act in order to accommodate all guests? Is it possible to ac-
commodate all newcomers without asking somebody to move to another room?

b) Hotel Hilbert is fully occupied. Now, three infinite buses are coming. The seats of
each bus are enumerated by natural numbers. How can the porter accommodate
everybody?

Exercise 3.8 Show by matching Z and N that

|Z| = |N|

holds, where Z = {. . . ,!3,!2,!1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} is the set of all integers.

9Each seat is occupied by exactly one passenger.

a)

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
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that are all occupied by guests. Now, an infinite bus arrives. This
bus has infinitely many seats

B(0), B(1), B(2), . . . ,

and all seats are occupied by passengers9. The bus driver asks the
porter whether he can accommodate all passengers. As usual, the
porter answers: “No problem”, and does the following:

He asks each guest in room Z(i) to move to room Z(2i) as de-
picted in the upper part of Fig. 3.18. After the move, each former
guest has her or his own room and all rooms with odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2i + 1 . . . are empty. Now, it remains to match the
free rooms with the bus passengers. The porter assigns room Z(1)
to the passenger sitting on seat B(0), room Z(3) to the passenger
sitting on sit B(1), etc. In general, the passenger from B(i) gets
room Z(2i + 1) as depicted in Fig. 3.18. In this way, one gets the
matching

(B(0), Z(1)), (B(1), Z(3)), (B(2), Z(5)), . . . , (B(i), Z(2i + 1)), . . .

between the empty rooms with odd numbers and the seats of the
infinite bus.

!

Exercise 3.7 a) Hotel Hilbert is only partially occupied. All rooms Z(0), Z(2),
Z(4), . . . , Z(2i), . . . with even numbers are occupied and all rooms with odd
numbers are free. Now, two infinite buses B1 and B2 arrive. The seats of the
buses are numbered as follows:

B1(0), B1(1), B1(2), B1(3), . . .

B2(0), B2(1), B2(2), B2(3), . . .

How can the porter act in order to accommodate all guests? Is it possible to ac-
commodate all newcomers without asking somebody to move to another room?

b) Hotel Hilbert is fully occupied. Now, three infinite buses are coming. The seats of
each bus are enumerated by natural numbers. How can the porter accommodate
everybody?

Exercise 3.8 Show by matching Z and N that

|Z| = |N|

holds, where Z = {. . . ,!3,!2,!1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} is the set of all integers.

9Each seat is occupied by exactly one passenger.

4*B1( i ) + 1

a)

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
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that are all occupied by guests. Now, an infinite bus arrives. This
bus has infinitely many seats

B(0), B(1), B(2), . . . ,

and all seats are occupied by passengers9. The bus driver asks the
porter whether he can accommodate all passengers. As usual, the
porter answers: “No problem”, and does the following:

He asks each guest in room Z(i) to move to room Z(2i) as de-
picted in the upper part of Fig. 3.18. After the move, each former
guest has her or his own room and all rooms with odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2i + 1 . . . are empty. Now, it remains to match the
free rooms with the bus passengers. The porter assigns room Z(1)
to the passenger sitting on seat B(0), room Z(3) to the passenger
sitting on sit B(1), etc. In general, the passenger from B(i) gets
room Z(2i + 1) as depicted in Fig. 3.18. In this way, one gets the
matching

(B(0), Z(1)), (B(1), Z(3)), (B(2), Z(5)), . . . , (B(i), Z(2i + 1)), . . .

between the empty rooms with odd numbers and the seats of the
infinite bus.

!

Exercise 3.7 a) Hotel Hilbert is only partially occupied. All rooms Z(0), Z(2),
Z(4), . . . , Z(2i), . . . with even numbers are occupied and all rooms with odd
numbers are free. Now, two infinite buses B1 and B2 arrive. The seats of the
buses are numbered as follows:

B1(0), B1(1), B1(2), B1(3), . . .

B2(0), B2(1), B2(2), B2(3), . . .

How can the porter act in order to accommodate all guests? Is it possible to ac-
commodate all newcomers without asking somebody to move to another room?

b) Hotel Hilbert is fully occupied. Now, three infinite buses are coming. The seats of
each bus are enumerated by natural numbers. How can the porter accommodate
everybody?

Exercise 3.8 Show by matching Z and N that

|Z| = |N|

holds, where Z = {. . . ,!3,!2,!1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} is the set of all integers.

9Each seat is occupied by exactly one passenger.

4*B2( i ) + 3

4*B1( i ) + 1

a)

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
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that are all occupied by guests. Now, an infinite bus arrives. This
bus has infinitely many seats

B(0), B(1), B(2), . . . ,

and all seats are occupied by passengers9. The bus driver asks the
porter whether he can accommodate all passengers. As usual, the
porter answers: “No problem”, and does the following:

He asks each guest in room Z(i) to move to room Z(2i) as de-
picted in the upper part of Fig. 3.18. After the move, each former
guest has her or his own room and all rooms with odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2i + 1 . . . are empty. Now, it remains to match the
free rooms with the bus passengers. The porter assigns room Z(1)
to the passenger sitting on seat B(0), room Z(3) to the passenger
sitting on sit B(1), etc. In general, the passenger from B(i) gets
room Z(2i + 1) as depicted in Fig. 3.18. In this way, one gets the
matching

(B(0), Z(1)), (B(1), Z(3)), (B(2), Z(5)), . . . , (B(i), Z(2i + 1)), . . .

between the empty rooms with odd numbers and the seats of the
infinite bus.

!

Exercise 3.7 a) Hotel Hilbert is only partially occupied. All rooms Z(0), Z(2),
Z(4), . . . , Z(2i), . . . with even numbers are occupied and all rooms with odd
numbers are free. Now, two infinite buses B1 and B2 arrive. The seats of the
buses are numbered as follows:

B1(0), B1(1), B1(2), B1(3), . . .

B2(0), B2(1), B2(2), B2(3), . . .

How can the porter act in order to accommodate all guests? Is it possible to ac-
commodate all newcomers without asking somebody to move to another room?

b) Hotel Hilbert is fully occupied. Now, three infinite buses are coming. The seats of
each bus are enumerated by natural numbers. How can the porter accommodate
everybody?

Exercise 3.8 Show by matching Z and N that

|Z| = |N|

holds, where Z = {. . . ,!3,!2,!1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} is the set of all integers.

9Each seat is occupied by exactly one passenger.

4*B2( i ) + 3

4*B1( i ) + 1

a)

b)

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
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that are all occupied by guests. Now, an infinite bus arrives. This
bus has infinitely many seats

B(0), B(1), B(2), . . . ,

and all seats are occupied by passengers9. The bus driver asks the
porter whether he can accommodate all passengers. As usual, the
porter answers: “No problem”, and does the following:

He asks each guest in room Z(i) to move to room Z(2i) as de-
picted in the upper part of Fig. 3.18. After the move, each former
guest has her or his own room and all rooms with odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2i + 1 . . . are empty. Now, it remains to match the
free rooms with the bus passengers. The porter assigns room Z(1)
to the passenger sitting on seat B(0), room Z(3) to the passenger
sitting on sit B(1), etc. In general, the passenger from B(i) gets
room Z(2i + 1) as depicted in Fig. 3.18. In this way, one gets the
matching

(B(0), Z(1)), (B(1), Z(3)), (B(2), Z(5)), . . . , (B(i), Z(2i + 1)), . . .

between the empty rooms with odd numbers and the seats of the
infinite bus.

!

Exercise 3.7 a) Hotel Hilbert is only partially occupied. All rooms Z(0), Z(2),
Z(4), . . . , Z(2i), . . . with even numbers are occupied and all rooms with odd
numbers are free. Now, two infinite buses B1 and B2 arrive. The seats of the
buses are numbered as follows:

B1(0), B1(1), B1(2), B1(3), . . .

B2(0), B2(1), B2(2), B2(3), . . .

How can the porter act in order to accommodate all guests? Is it possible to ac-
commodate all newcomers without asking somebody to move to another room?

b) Hotel Hilbert is fully occupied. Now, three infinite buses are coming. The seats of
each bus are enumerated by natural numbers. How can the porter accommodate
everybody?

Exercise 3.8 Show by matching Z and N that

|Z| = |N|

holds, where Z = {. . . ,!3,!2,!1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} is the set of all integers.

9Each seat is occupied by exactly one passenger.

4*B2( i ) + 3

4*B1( i ) + 1

a)

b)
each guest in roomZ(i) shouldmove to room Z(2i)

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
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that are all occupied by guests. Now, an infinite bus arrives. This
bus has infinitely many seats

B(0), B(1), B(2), . . . ,

and all seats are occupied by passengers9. The bus driver asks the
porter whether he can accommodate all passengers. As usual, the
porter answers: “No problem”, and does the following:

He asks each guest in room Z(i) to move to room Z(2i) as de-
picted in the upper part of Fig. 3.18. After the move, each former
guest has her or his own room and all rooms with odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2i + 1 . . . are empty. Now, it remains to match the
free rooms with the bus passengers. The porter assigns room Z(1)
to the passenger sitting on seat B(0), room Z(3) to the passenger
sitting on sit B(1), etc. In general, the passenger from B(i) gets
room Z(2i + 1) as depicted in Fig. 3.18. In this way, one gets the
matching

(B(0), Z(1)), (B(1), Z(3)), (B(2), Z(5)), . . . , (B(i), Z(2i + 1)), . . .

between the empty rooms with odd numbers and the seats of the
infinite bus.

!

Exercise 3.7 a) Hotel Hilbert is only partially occupied. All rooms Z(0), Z(2),
Z(4), . . . , Z(2i), . . . with even numbers are occupied and all rooms with odd
numbers are free. Now, two infinite buses B1 and B2 arrive. The seats of the
buses are numbered as follows:

B1(0), B1(1), B1(2), B1(3), . . .

B2(0), B2(1), B2(2), B2(3), . . .

How can the porter act in order to accommodate all guests? Is it possible to ac-
commodate all newcomers without asking somebody to move to another room?

b) Hotel Hilbert is fully occupied. Now, three infinite buses are coming. The seats of
each bus are enumerated by natural numbers. How can the porter accommodate
everybody?

Exercise 3.8 Show by matching Z and N that

|Z| = |N|

holds, where Z = {. . . ,!3,!2,!1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} is the set of all integers.

9Each seat is occupied by exactly one passenger.

4*B2( i ) + 3

4*B1( i ) + 1

6*B1( i ) + 1

a)

b)
each guest in roomZ(i) shouldmove to room Z(2i)

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
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that are all occupied by guests. Now, an infinite bus arrives. This
bus has infinitely many seats

B(0), B(1), B(2), . . . ,

and all seats are occupied by passengers9. The bus driver asks the
porter whether he can accommodate all passengers. As usual, the
porter answers: “No problem”, and does the following:

He asks each guest in room Z(i) to move to room Z(2i) as de-
picted in the upper part of Fig. 3.18. After the move, each former
guest has her or his own room and all rooms with odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2i + 1 . . . are empty. Now, it remains to match the
free rooms with the bus passengers. The porter assigns room Z(1)
to the passenger sitting on seat B(0), room Z(3) to the passenger
sitting on sit B(1), etc. In general, the passenger from B(i) gets
room Z(2i + 1) as depicted in Fig. 3.18. In this way, one gets the
matching

(B(0), Z(1)), (B(1), Z(3)), (B(2), Z(5)), . . . , (B(i), Z(2i + 1)), . . .

between the empty rooms with odd numbers and the seats of the
infinite bus.

!

Exercise 3.7 a) Hotel Hilbert is only partially occupied. All rooms Z(0), Z(2),
Z(4), . . . , Z(2i), . . . with even numbers are occupied and all rooms with odd
numbers are free. Now, two infinite buses B1 and B2 arrive. The seats of the
buses are numbered as follows:

B1(0), B1(1), B1(2), B1(3), . . .

B2(0), B2(1), B2(2), B2(3), . . .

How can the porter act in order to accommodate all guests? Is it possible to ac-
commodate all newcomers without asking somebody to move to another room?

b) Hotel Hilbert is fully occupied. Now, three infinite buses are coming. The seats of
each bus are enumerated by natural numbers. How can the porter accommodate
everybody?

Exercise 3.8 Show by matching Z and N that

|Z| = |N|

holds, where Z = {. . . ,!3,!2,!1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} is the set of all integers.

9Each seat is occupied by exactly one passenger.

4*B2( i ) + 3

4*B1( i ) + 1

6*B1( i ) + 1
6*B2( i ) + 3

a)

b)
each guest in roomZ(i) shouldmove to room Z(2i)

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
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that are all occupied by guests. Now, an infinite bus arrives. This
bus has infinitely many seats

B(0), B(1), B(2), . . . ,

and all seats are occupied by passengers9. The bus driver asks the
porter whether he can accommodate all passengers. As usual, the
porter answers: “No problem”, and does the following:

He asks each guest in room Z(i) to move to room Z(2i) as de-
picted in the upper part of Fig. 3.18. After the move, each former
guest has her or his own room and all rooms with odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2i + 1 . . . are empty. Now, it remains to match the
free rooms with the bus passengers. The porter assigns room Z(1)
to the passenger sitting on seat B(0), room Z(3) to the passenger
sitting on sit B(1), etc. In general, the passenger from B(i) gets
room Z(2i + 1) as depicted in Fig. 3.18. In this way, one gets the
matching

(B(0), Z(1)), (B(1), Z(3)), (B(2), Z(5)), . . . , (B(i), Z(2i + 1)), . . .

between the empty rooms with odd numbers and the seats of the
infinite bus.

!

Exercise 3.7 a) Hotel Hilbert is only partially occupied. All rooms Z(0), Z(2),
Z(4), . . . , Z(2i), . . . with even numbers are occupied and all rooms with odd
numbers are free. Now, two infinite buses B1 and B2 arrive. The seats of the
buses are numbered as follows:

B1(0), B1(1), B1(2), B1(3), . . .

B2(0), B2(1), B2(2), B2(3), . . .
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|Z| = |N|
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9Each seat is occupied by exactly one passenger.

4*B2( i ) + 3

4*B1( i ) + 1

6*B1( i ) + 1
6*B2( i ) + 3

6*B3( i ) + 5

a)

b)
each guest in roomZ(i) shouldmove to room Z(2i)
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Fig. 3.18

Exercise 3.9 (challenge) Let [a, b] be the set of all points (all real numbers) of
the real axis between a and b.

a) Show that
|[0, 1]| = |[1, 10]| .

Try to show this by geometric means as in Example 3.2.
b) Prove

|[0, 1]| = |[1, 100]|
by arithmetic arguments, i.e., find a function f such that the pairs (f(i), i) for
i ! [0, 100] build a matching of [0, 1] and [0, 100].

Exercise 3.10 (challenge) Assume that Hotel Hilbert is empty, i.e., there are
no guests accommodated in the hotel. Since all used accommodation strategies were
based on moving former guests from a room to another, there is the risk that to stay
in the hotel may become unpopular. Therefore, the porter needs an accommodation
strategy that does not require any move of an already accommodated guest. This
accommodation strategy has to work even if arbitrarily many finite and infinite
buses arrive in arbitrarily many di!erent moments. Can you help the porter?

We observe that proving

|N| = |A|
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no guests accommodated in the hotel. Since all used accommodation strategies were
based on moving former guests from a room to another, there is the risk that to stay
in the hotel may become unpopular. Therefore, the porter needs an accommodation
strategy that does not require any move of an already accommodated guest. This
accommodation strategy has to work even if arbitrarily many finite and infinite
buses arrive in arbitrarily many di!erent moments. Can you help the porter?

We observe that proving

|N| = |A|Strategy: 
Partition the rooms into infinitely many groups, 
each of an infinite size.   
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in the hotel may become unpopular. Therefore, the porter needs an accommodation
strategy that does not require any move of an already accommodated guest. This
accommodation strategy has to work even if arbitrarily many finite and infinite
buses arrive in arbitrarily many di!erent moments. Can you help the porter?

We observe that proving

|N| = |A|Strategy: 
Partition the rooms into infinitely many groups, 
each of an infinite size.   

Prime numbers!!!  
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|[0, 1]| = |[1, 100]|
by arithmetic arguments, i.e., find a function f such that the pairs (f(i), i) for
i ! [0, 100] build a matching of [0, 1] and [0, 100].

Exercise 3.10 (challenge) Assume that Hotel Hilbert is empty, i.e., there are
no guests accommodated in the hotel. Since all used accommodation strategies were
based on moving former guests from a room to another, there is the risk that to stay
in the hotel may become unpopular. Therefore, the porter needs an accommodation
strategy that does not require any move of an already accommodated guest. This
accommodation strategy has to work even if arbitrarily many finite and infinite
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We observe that proving

|N| = |A|Strategy: 
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Prime numbers!!!  
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(0, 0), (1, 1), (2,!1), (3, 2), (4,!2), (5, 3), (6,!3), . . . .

In general we build the pairs

(0, 0), (2i,!i) and (2i ! 1, i)

for all positive integers i.

Exercise 3.10 (challenge) First, the porter partitions all rooms into infinitely
many groups, each of an infinite size. Always when a group of guests arrives (it does
not matter whether the group is finite or infinite), the porter accommodates the
guest in the next (still unused) group of rooms.

As usual for the sta! of Hotel Hilbert, the porter is well educated in mathematics,
and so he knows that there are infinitely many primes

2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, . . . .

Let pi be the i-th prime of this sequence. The porter uses pi to determine the i-th
infinite group of natural numbers as follows:

group(i) = {pi, p
2
i , p

3
i , p

4
i , . . . , (pi)

j , . . .} .

For instance, group(2)= {3, 9, 27, 81, . . .}. Due to his knowledge of the fundamental
theorem of arithmetics, the porter knows that no natural number belongs to more
than one group. Using this partition of rooms into the groups with respect to their
room numbers, the porter can assign the rooms to the guests without any more
rooms even when infinitely many groups of guests arrive one after each other. It
does not matter, whether the i-th group of guest is finite or infinite, the porter
books the whole room group group(i) for the i-th guest group. If the guests of the
i-th group are denoted as

Gi,1, Gi,2, Gi,3, . . . , Gi,j , . . .

then guest Gi,1 gets the room Z(pi), guest Gi,2 gets room Z(p2
i ), etc.

Exercise 3.12 The sequence of pairs

(0, 0), (1, 1), (2, 4), (3, 9), (4, 16), . . . , (i, i2), . . .

is a matching between N and Nquad. We see that each number from N appears exactly
once as the first element in a pair, and analogously each integer from Nquad can be
found exactly once as the second element of a pair.

Exercise 3.20 The decimal representation of the fraction 2/3 is

0.6 = 0.666666 . . . .

Hence, the 100-th position behind the decimal point is also 6. Therefore, one sets
c100 = 6 ! 1 = 5.

Exercise 3.21 For the hypothetical numbering of real numbers from interval [0, 1]
in Fig. 3.27, one gets

c = 0.1631783 . . . .
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Exercise 4.1 What is the output of an algorithm A 17

6

generating 17/6 for the

input n = 12? What are the outputs of an algorithm A! that generates ! for inputs
n = 2, n = 0, n = 7, and n = 9?

Exercise 4.2 (challenge) Can you present a method for the generation of ! up to
an arbitrarily large number of digits after the decimal point?

In Chapter 3, we proved that the number of real numbers is larger
than |N|, i.e., that |R| > |N|. Since the number of algorithms is
not larger than |N|, the number of real numbers is larger than the
number of algorithms. Therefore, we can conclude that

There exists a real number c such that Problem(c) is not
algorithmically solvable.

Thus, we proved that there are real numbers that cannot be gen-
erated by any algorithm. Do we understand exactly what this
means? Let us try to build our intuition in order to get a bet-
ter understanding of this result. The objects as natural numbers,
rational numbers, texts, programs, recipes, and algorithms have
something in common.

All these objects have a finite representation.

But this is not true for real numbers. If one can represent a real
number in a finite way, then one can view this representation as a
text. Since the number of di!erent texts is smaller than the number
of real numbers, there must exist a real number without any finite
representation.

What does it exactly mean? To have a constructive description
of a real number e means that one is able to generate e com-
pletely digit by digit. Also, if the number e has an infinite decimal
representation, one can use the description to unambiguously es-
timate the digit on any position of its decimal representation. In
this sense, the finite description of e is complete. In other words,
such a finite description of e provides an algorithm for generating
e. For instance,

!
2 is a finite description of the irrational number
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2 is a finite description of the irrational number

Aufgabe 4 !

(a) = a +
a3

3
!

a5

5
+ . . .

! = 16 (1/5) ! 4 (1/239)

!

4
=

!"

k=0

(!1)k

2k + 1
= 1 !

1

3
+

1

5
!

1

7
+ . . .

!

!

!

9

! !

Aufgabe 5 (i, j, k) i + j + k = c

c {3, 4, . . .} Ac Ac

(1, 1, 1)

Ac
c!1

2

sn :=
#n

i=3
|Ai| =

#n

i=3

i!1

2
= n

6
(n2 ! 1) n ! 2

n {3, 4, . . .} s2 := 0

N N3 Ac

sc!1 + 1 sc |Ac| N3

Ac Ac

Ac

Ac

(1, 1, c!2) sc!1+1

(c ! 2, 1, 1) sc

n N

c sc!1 < n (n ! sc!1)
c
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4.3 YES or NO, That Is the Question 133

the problem (N, M) is decidable.

Clearly, the decision problem (N, Neven) is decidable. It is su!cient
to verify whether a given natural number is even or odd. The
problem (N, PRIME) is also decidable because we know how to
check whether a natural number is a prime or not, and it is not
too complicated to describe such a method as an algorithm.

Exercise 4.4 The naive method for primality testing is to divide the given number
n by all numbers between 2 and n ! 1. If none of these n ! 2 numbers divides
n, then n is a prime. To test primality in this way means to perform a lot of
work. For the number 1000002 one has to execute 1000000 divisibility tests. Can
you propose another method that can verify primality by performing an essentially
smaller number of divisibility tests?

Exercise 4.5 (challenge) Write a program in the programming language TRANS-
PARENT of Chapter 2 that solves the problem (N, QUAD) where

QUAD = {1, 4, 9, 16, 25, . . .}

is the set of all squares i2.

First, we aim to show the existence of decision problems that are
not algorithmically solvable. Such decision problems are called

undecidable or algorithmically unsolvable.

We already recognized that we can list all programs as P0, P1, P2, . . .
and later we will see that one can do it by an algorithm. To list
all algorithms by an algorithm is not so easy. Therefore, we begin
our e"ort by proving a stronger result than we really need. We
show that there are decision problems that cannot be solved by
any program. What does “solved by a program” mean? What is
the di"erence between algorithmic solvability and solvability by a
program?

Remember that each algorithm can be written as a program, but
it does not hold that each program is an algorithm. A program can
perform a pointless work. A program can perform infinite work for
some inputs without producing any result. But an algorithm must
always finish its work in a finite time and produce a correct result.
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i ≤
√

n
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i ≤
√

n

6i± 1 ≤
√

n2, 3 and
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some inputs without producing any result. But an algorithm must
always finish its work in a finite time and produce a correct result.

i ≤
√

n

6i± 1 ≤
√

n2, 3 and

“Sieve of Eratosthenes”
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Aufgabe 1 (4 Punkte)

f : N N ! N

f(1, 1) := 1 f(2, 1) := 2 f(1, 2) := 3 f(3, 1) := 4

N

Aufgabe 2 (6 Punkte)

D(3) := {3i | i N i 3i }.

(N,D(3))

Tipp: (N,D(3))

i N i D(3)

Aufgabe 3 (6 Punkte)

L(i) i

i

L(3) L(2) L(3)

L(2)

Abgabe:
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